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BookThug: vigilante publishing for a new era of books

It’s a recession, the bookstores are locking their doors, the big presses are slowing down  
production and taking the safe bets, yet a tiny toronto press is ignoring publishing tenets  
and releasing 12 “high-risk” titles for 2009...and people are buying them!

BookThug’s publisher Jay MillAr began publishing chapbooks in 1992, under the name Boondoggle Books. Boon-
doggle was partially modeled after blewointment press, founded by Canadian experimental poet and publisher bill 
bissett. Eleven years later, MillAr transformed Boondoggle Books into BookThug, publishing both trade books and 
chapbooks, all in the tradition of  experimental literature. 

BookThug has now fully emerged as intelligent indie press that knows Canada’s rich avant guarde history has been 
swept into the margins too soon. The press will publish 12 new titles this year ranging from Beckett-inspired plays, to 
conceptual works by well-known Canadian writers who wouldn’t otherwise find a publisher for their off-the-beaten-
path side projects; GG nominated poets like Elizabeth Bachinsky come to BookThug to experiment. MillAr, in 
cultivating a weird library of  well-designed and well-written books, has gone against the standard industry practice of  
publishing “safe bet” books geared at book clubs and is instead filling a shameful void in Canadian publishing. 

With each new title, BookThug reinvigorates the discussion about experimental literature. We’re publishing innovative 
works in all genres — poetry, fiction, drama, and non-fiction — often emphasizing the areas where categories blur.  
The tangible result is that we’re now a nation of  readers, writers, editors, academics, musicians, critics, and biblio-
philes. Everyone who comes to one of  our off-the-wall BookThug events or flips open one of  our strange titles is a 
part of  the Nation. Alongside our poetry-focused books we’ve created several new and specialized “Departments.” 

The Department of  Reissue: publishes seminal avant guarde texts that have entered the public domain. Most re-
cently we released Tender Buttons by Gertrude Stein and Every Way Oakley by Steve McCaffery

The Department of  Critical Thought: contextualizes contemporary innovative books, giving readers a greater 
appreciation of  the history, influences, ideas and techniques involved in the creation of  experimental literature. Most 
recently we released At Alberta, a series of  lectures by Nathalie Stephens.

The Department of  Narrative Studies: publishes works in the tradition of  experimental fiction like Leonard Co-
hen’s Beautiful Losers. Most recently we released the rhythmic meditation, Swim, by Marianne Apostolides.
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In Sum, BookThug has an ambitious agenda:

    * Publish emerging writers whose work is innovative
    * Provide an opportunity for established writers to publish experimental works
    * Educate writers and readers about the tradition of  experimental literature, thereby stimulating the cre-
ation of  new books and building an audience for those books
    * Make these books available through mainstream channels as well as targeted publicity strategies
    * Design books with attention to the aesthetics of  the physical book object

and it shows...

Our books have won or have been nominated for several awards in 2009 alone including the Alcuin Award 
for Book Design (Tender Buttons by Gertrude Stein), the Gerald Lampert Award (Fond by Kate Eichhorn 
nominated) and the bpNichol Chapbook Award (1st place tie: Lack Lyrics by Jay MillAr; Quantum Chaos 
and Other Poems by Cara Benson). 

What People are Saying About BookThug

“I really loved the concept of BookThug. Innovative new writing in beautifully designed art-paper covers, 
flawlessly produced, and the poems always a pleasurable challenge.”
-- Lynn McClory, Bookseller

“It has only been over the past five or six years that BookThug publications have started publishing beyond its 
beginnings, and publishing, as Toronto writer, editor and small press publisher Stuart Ross once suggested, 
“important works” by writers such as Karen Mac Cormack, Gerry Gilbert, Sharon Harris, Phil Hall, Stephen 
Cain, derek beaulieu, Daniel f. Bradley, David W. McFadden, Victor Coleman and multiple others”  
-- Rob McLennan

“I think Jay provides an invaluable resource for those of us who care about poetry. His bookstore makes rare 
and out-of-print works by important artists available. His enthusiasm for innovative poetry is second to 
none.” 
-- Jon Paul Fiorentino, Author of Stripmalling (ECW 2009)

“Jay’s efforts are taking up a very important place: publishing excellent work, and promoting/selling the real 
connoisseur’s books -- the rare but-oh-so-good stuff, the stuff poets read and say, ‘yeah, that’s poetry.’ So many 
of us across the country are paying attention to BookThug’s publications and watching the Apollinaire site for 
news. Everyone who’s seen my book either knows of Jay already, or immediately asks, ‘who is this guy?’”
-- Steve Collis, Vancouver poet and academic

For author interviews, review copies, and further press info, please contact jenny@bookthug.com. To see our 
full catalogue and subscription packages visit www.bookthug.ca or email orders@bookthug.com.


